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ABSTRACT 

The unit root became the most important feature that directed to the construction of 

new time series econometrics, and study of time series structural breaks was a specific 

area of unit root research. Conventional procedures assume the break and apply a test 

accordingly. This leads to identification of spurious breaks, and therefore biased 

results, Lee and Strazicich, (2001). We suggest an alternative strategy where we 

propose to test for structural breaks before applying unit root test. The debates of 

Structural breaks in unit root testing starts with Perron (1989). Nelson and 

Plossoro(1982) found unit roots in 1 out of 14 macroeconomic time series of US 

economy and Perron (1989) taking the Nelson and Plossor’s data set, reversed the 

findings for 11 out of 14 series. The later development in unit roots with structural 

breaks developed procedures for endogenizing structural breaks (Zivot and Andrew, 

1992; Christianoo1992 etc). However, the original Perron’s Procedures and the later 

development in unit root testing with structural breaks, assume that there is a structural 

break. The studies endogenizing structural breaks also assume the break and determine 

the break date endogenously. We propose that structural breaks should be tested for 

existence. The purpose of this study is to compare the existing strategy with the 

proposed strategy using Monte Carlo experiments. Our results are indicating that 

existing strategy is significantly suffering in power problems but the proposed strategy 

is better and significantly perform as compare to conventional or existing strategy.  

 

Key words: Unit root Structural Break, Monte Carlo Simulation



 

 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

 Structural breaks with unit root test are among the popular tools of the time series 

econometrics. The breaks are important because they can change the decision about 

existence of unit root. A major area of unit root research has been the study of structural 

breaks in time series. Perhaps the issue discussed most in the history of econometric 

literature is the debate on unit root initiated by Nelson and Plosser (1982) found that 

most of US macroeconomics series are having unit root. They used the Dickeyc Fuller 

test for the unit root deduction in the macroeconomics series of US economy. And they 

found that twelve out of fourteen series had unit root in U.S. economy on fourteen 

historical macroeconomics series, including GNP, wage employment prices, stock 

prices, and interest rates. Perron (1989) suggested that Nelson and Plossor's strong 

evidence in favor of the unit root hypothesis was unable to capture the structural changes 

in the data, and illustrated this by adding an exogenous structural break for the crash 

ofc1929. He reversed the Nelson-Plossor (1982) conclusion for 11-14 series and break 

date was assumed be known in Perron (1989) and they formulated the test statistics by 

incorporating variable showing different intercepts and slopes and they extended the 

conventional Dicky-Fuller procedure. Neverheless, this approach was questioned most 

notably by Banerjee in the early 1990s,oBanerjee et al. (1992), Christiano (1992) and 

Zivot and Andrews (1992) argued that selecting the structural break a priori based on 

past knowledge of the data could lead the unit root hypothesis being over-rejected For 

four series which Perron concluded stationary, Zivot and Andrews (1992), endogenizing 

the structural breaks, were unable to reject unit root. This discussion continues to this 
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date and so far several approaches have been created and evaluated for endogenizing, 

selecting and analyzing structuralobreaks.Furthermore, Piehl et al. (1999)opointed out 

that theodummy variableomay not actuallyoenter at the appropriateotime due to 

uncertaintyoabout the exactotiming of theobreak and forothis reason, theoestimated 

model mayonot be accurate. Inoaddition,onumerous studiesoin the analysisoof unit 

rootsofor breakodates haveodevelopedodifferentomethodologies [ e.g.,oZivot and 

Andrewso(1992), LumsdaineoandoPapell (1997), Perron (1997) ].oThis break-point 

endogenisationohad a significantoimpact on the results of theounit root. Zivot 

andoAndrews (1992), foroexample, suggestedoa minimum unit root LM test 

thatoendogenously determines oneostructuralobreak in level andotrend. The single 

breakoLM root testopresented hereowith theotwo break LM testoin Lee andoStrazicich 

(2003) allowsoresearchers to determineomore preciselyothe correct numberoof 

structural breaksoin theirounit roototest. Banerjee et al. (1992), Christianoo(1992) Zivot 

andoAndrews (1992), Lumsdaineoand Papell (1997),oPerron (1997), Leeoand 

Strazicicho(2003)] these alloStudies discussed the Size and Power .oLee andoStrazicich 

(2001) mentionedothe both procedureoof Perrono(1997) and ZivotoAndrew (1992) 

areoincorrected toofind the break dateoand theyocalled itospurious Breaks.         

Riechlinoand Zivot (1992) as they mentionedothe sizeoand power ofoADF test 

andoits performanceoincluding Markovoregime switches. They investigateothe power 

andosize performance ofounit root tests whenothe true data generatingoprocess 

undergoes Markovoregime-switching. All tests, includingothose robust to aosingle 

break in trendogrowth rate, have very low poweroagainst a process with aoMarkov-

switching trend growth rateoas in Lam (1990). Dejang etoal. (1992) found that choi 

andoPerron (1998) unit root proceduresosuffer fromosize distortionoand lowopower 
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issusesoin the presenceoof moving averageo(MA) structuralobreak. While 

AugmentedoDicky Fullero(ADF) behaved well.Schwert (2002) investigatedothat 

theoDicky Fullero(1979, 1981) is responsiveoto pure autoregressiveopeocess 

assumption. It meansothe dataogenerating process ofoseries is pure autoregressive (AR). 

Whenomoving averageocompetenrt is involedoin fundamentaloprocess, then 

theoDickey Fuller reportedodistribution and testostatistics distributionocan be 

quiteodifferent. Many other unit roototests are being proposedoand to some extentothey 

all areofacing similaroproblems. Lutz andoOhanian (1998) that unit rootoagainst trend 

breakoalternative are basedoin previous that the datingoof the breaks happen 

togetherowith major economic events withopermanent effectoon economicsoactivity 

such asowar and depression.oStandard economicotheory, however suggestothat these 

eventsohave large transitory, ratherothan permanentoeffect on economicoactivity. 

Conventionalounit rootcagainst trendcbreak alternativecbased on linear ARMAcmodels 

do not capturecthese transitoryceffects and cancresult severely in distortedcinferences. 

They quantifycthe size distortionscfor a simplecmodelcin which the effectscof wars 

andcdepression cancreasonably bycinterpreted asctransitory. MontecCarlo 

simulationscshow thatcmoderatecsamples, thecwidelycused the Zivot Andrew (1992) 

testcmistakesctransitory dynamiccfor trendscbreaks withchigh probability. 

Theycconclude thatcthis test shouldcbe used onlycif there arecno plausible 

economiccexplanationscfor apparent trendcbreaks incthe data. Theycusedcdifferent 

methodologiescsuch as PierrecPerron (1989), Rappoport andcReichlin (1989), Banerjee, 

DoladocandcGalbraithc(1990), BalkecandcFomy (1991), Perroncand 

Volgelsangc(1992, 1993), parkcandcsung (1994) BradlycandcJansen (1995), Newbold 

andcKuan (1996) thesecarecusedcthe samecmethodologycasctheyctrendcstationary 

alternative. Finallycthey found thatcZivot Andrewctestclikely useful forcmacro 
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econometricscdata notcforcall. SerenacNG andcPerron (2001) workedcon the 

selectioncof lagclength viacAIC, BIC, MIC forcthe unitcroot test ADF,cMZ 

andcchecking thecsize andcpowercand thencmakeccomparisoncbetweencunit 

rootctests. So finallycthey foundcthat modifiedcinformation criteria iscbest forcselecting 

theclag length andcunit root testcis best on thecbasis of sizecandcpower.       

 Ignoring stationarity can lead to spurious results and wrong asymptotic for traditional 

econometric techniques. This has led to a huge amount of research in the past 30 year,s but 

consensus on several important issues and implications has not emerged to date. Even though 

vast numbers of unit root structural break tests have been proposed and studied, conflicting 

opinions exist on the simplest of problems. For example, there is a list of the conclusions of 

authors who have studied the USA annual GNP series:   

 Stationary structural break; Nelson and Plossor (1982),Trend Stationary 

structural break ; Perron (1989),Trend Stationary structural break; Zivot and Andrews 

(1992),Riechlinoand Zivot Structural break (1992), Banerjee and Christiano structural 

break (1992),Trend stationary structural break; Diebold and Senhadji 

(1996),LumsdaineoandoPapell structural break  (1997), Difference stationary structural 

break; Murray and Nelson (2002), NG andcPerron structural break (2001),Kilian and 

Ohanian structural break (2002), 

 These studies are exploring that these are lead to spurious results in terms of 

size distortion and low power problems, further we explained in literature below in next 

chapter 2. The purpose of this study is to provide the Alternative solution for 

conventional econometrics when there is size distortion and power problem.  

 We offer the new procedure and called it proposed strategy. In proposed 

procedure where we first of all test the structural break then apply the unit root 
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accordingly. Conventional procedure assumes the break and then apply the unit root 

accordingly.  

 As we have seen, unit root process often shows spurious breaks Lee and 

Strazicich, (2001). Therefore, the many series which are in fact unit root are treated as 

may be stationary with Structural Break (size distortion). 

 One option is first to Test for Structural Break using any suitable test like rolling 

chow and then apply unitoroototest accordingly. If Structural Break exists, then apply 

the Perron type unit roototest. If Structural Break is not found, then use ADF type test. 

We want to see what will happen to (Size and Power) if the proposed strategy is used?  

1.2 Objective of the study 

 The main objective of this study is to compare two strategies i.e. existing 

strategy and proposed stretegy. Structural breaks with unitoroot test and structural break 

then unit root test on the basis of size and power. 

1.3 Significance of the study 

 Unit root test has a key role in time series analysis however, the strategy of 

application of unit root test with structure break is subject to size distortion. This 

particular study explores if it is possible to avoid size distortion and power problem by 

adopting alternative strategy. Moreover, the study will be helpful for researchers who 

works on data with structural breaks.  

1.4 Organization of the study   

 The organization of study consist of 5 chapters, 1st chapter introduction of study, 

2nd chapteroprovidesoa brief discussionoon structural breakoliterature 3rd chapter 

provides theomethodologyoof study  4th chapter providesoanalysis of size and power of 

study and 5th chapter provides summeryoconclusion and recommendationoof study.  
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

A huge amount of studies on structural break subject are available in time series 

econometric literature. In this section we discuss briefly the theoretical and empirical 

research suggested in the literature for the treatment of structural break. A summary of 

the literature is structured as follows. 

2.1 Theoretical literature review   

 In econometrics literature there is a long historical debate on the topic of nonsense 

correlation (spurious regression), at least looking back to Yule's well known analysis (1926). 

According to study he presented that during 1866oto 1911othe presence of a strong correlation 

of 0.95 between mortality rate and proportion of Church of England marriages to all marriages. 

According to Yule (1926) that the spurious regression was a result of relevant variables that 

were missing. This idea was also supported by Simon (1954) that the missing variable is a 

source of spurious correlation. If we are unsure as to whether the apparent correlation is 

spurious, we need to add new variable that might be found in the actual correlation explained 

by Simon. 

New Experiment of Granger and New bold (1974) 

 The results of experiment of Granger and New bold (1974) showed that if the series 

were non-stationary the results would be significant. They generated independent, 

autoregressive series such as, xt and yt in their experiment. Where xt and yt both express their 

own values of the lag. 

𝑦𝑡= 𝑦𝑡−1
+ 휀𝑦𝑡 .................................................................  (1) 

𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡−1
 + 휀𝑥𝑡 ................................................................  (2) 
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 In development of both equation no third variable involued. They regressed 

𝑥𝑡on 𝑦𝑡 ando𝑦𝑡on 𝑥𝑡.  

       𝑦𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝛽𝑥𝑡 + 휀𝑦𝑡   ..........................................  (3) 

                                                           𝑥𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝛽 𝑦𝑡 + 휀𝑥𝑡 ...........................................  (4)  

 They also found that there is spurious results and the alternative explanation of 

spurious regression become more common with in literature, and the rest of explanation 

went in darkness. After Nelson andoplosser (1982) found that the majorityoof the U. S 

economy'somacroeconomics series hasounit root.oThe study ofoNelson andoPlosser is 

generallyorecognized as an importantocontributionowhich has theoreticaloand 

impericaloimplications. They used the DickeyoFuller test forodetectionoof unit rootofor the 

U.S. oeconomy ono14 historical macroeconomicsoseries includingoGNP, 

wageoemploymentoprices, stockoprices, andointerest rates,oandofound that twelveoout of 

fourteen seriesohad unit root. Informality, Nelsonian Plosser’s(1982) studyoisoa 

significantocontributionoto time series  econometric literature that increased the interest of 

researchers in unit root testing. That is why progress hasobeenofashioned in unit roototheory  

 Nelsonian Plosser (1982) main damaging critique of the hypothesis that U.S.ooutput 

has a unit root cameo under the alternative hypothesis of trend stationarity by allowance of 

structural change.oThis was attributable to Peron (1989) and to Rappoportoand Reuchlin (1989) 

who believed, by not allowing one-time structural changes, that Nelsonian Plosser over-

estimated the frequencyoof permanent shocks. Perron showed that the realiGNP series used 

byoNelson and Plosserois no longeroconsistent with the unit root hypothesis ifoa change in 

level, ooccurring ato1929, is considered. Perron’s conclusionois that fromo1909 to 1970,othere 

is onlyoone permanentoshock, a negativeoone, and the restoof theovariation in outputois 

transitory aroundoa time trend. InoPerron (1989), the dateoof the trend break, o1929, 

wasoassumed to be knownoa priori. Thisodrew criticism originallyofrom Christiano 
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(1992)owhoosuggested thatoPerron’s resultsomay be taintedoby theoassumption that the 

breakodate was known.oUsing both MonteoCarlo and Bootstrap procedure, he found that if the 

breakodate is allowedoto be data dependent, thenothe critical valuesoare much larger (in 

absoluteovalue) than thoseotabulated byoPerron. Zivotoand Andrews (1992) andoBanerjee et 

al. (1992)oderived theolimiting distributionoof the unit root statisticowhen the breakodate is 

endogenized. Zivotoand Andrew (1992) found that Perron’soconclusionothat U.S. GDP 

isostationary aroundoa broken timeotrend still holds once critical valuesoare adjusted tooreflect 

estimation of theobreak date. Peron andoZivot Andrew literatureohas been collectedoby papers 

whichostudy the asymptoticodistribution of unit root and/or Structuralobreak statistics 

underovarious methods foroselecting the breakodate. In this study they also mentioned the size 

distortion and power problem as well. 

2.2 Comparisonoon theobasis of SizeoandoPower 

There are many existing studies which compare the methods of testing unit root 

with Structural Break. This include a brieforeview of theseostudies is as follows. 

Theomain purpose of thisostudy is to compare two strategiesothe unit rootowith 

Structural Break andoStructural Break thanounit root test onothe basis of Sizeoand 

power. Where existing strategy assumes break then apply unit root accordingly 

andoproposed strategy testostructural break then apply unit root test.  

Riechlinoand Zivot (1992) as they mentionedothe sizeoand power ofoADF test 

andoits performanceoincluding Markovoregime switches. They investigateothe power 

andosize performance ofounit root tests whenothe true data generatingoprocess 

undergoes Markovoregime-switching. All tests, includingothose robust to aosingle 

break in trendogrowth rate, have very low poweroagainst a process with aoMarkov-

switching trend growth rateoas in Lam (1990).oHowever for theocase of businessocycle 

non-linearities,ounit root testsoare veryopowerfuloagainstomodels used asoalternatives 
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tooLam (1990) thatospecify regime-switchingoin theotransitory componentoof output. 

Under theonull hypothesis, theyoreceived literatureodocuments size distortionsoin 

Dickey-Fullerotype tests caused by a singleobreak in trendogrowth rate orovariance. 

Finally theyofound theseoresults doonot generalize toomost parameterizationsoof 

Markov-switchingoin trend orovariance.  Dejang etoal. (1992) found that choi 

andoPerron (1998) unit root proceduresosuffer fromosize distortionoand lowopower 

issusesoin the presenceoof moving averageo(MA) structuralobreak. While 

AugmentedoDicky Fullero(ADF) behaved well.Schwert (2002) investigatedothat 

theoDicky Fullero(1979, 1981) is responsiveoto pure autoregressiveopeocess 

assumption. It meansothe dataogenerating process ofoseries is pure autoregressive (AR). 

Whenomoving averageocompetenrt is involedoin fundamentaloprocess, then 

theoDickey Fuller reportedodistribution and testostatistics distributionocan be 

quiteodifferent. Many other unit roototests are being proposedoand to some extentothey 

all areofacing similaroproblems. Lutz andoOhanian (1998)  that unit rootoagainst trend 

breakoalternative are basedoin previous that the datingoof the breaks happen 

togetherowith major economic events withopermanent effectoon economicsoactivity 

such asowar and depression.oStandard economicotheory, however suggestothat these 

eventsohave large transitory, ratherothan permanentoeffect on economicoactivity. 

Conventionalounit rootcagainst trendcbreak alternativecbased on linear ARMAcmodels 

do not capturecthese transitoryceffects and cancresult severely in distortedcinferences. 

They quantifycthe size distortionscfor a simplecmodelcin which the effectscof wars 

andcdepression cancreasonably bycinterpreted asctransitory. MontecCarlo 

simulationscshow thatcmoderatecsamples, thecwidelycused the Zivot Andrew (1992) 

testcmistakesctransitory dynamiccfor trendscbreaks withchigh probability. 

Theycconclude thatcthis test shouldcbe used onlycif there arecno plausible 
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economiccexplanationscfor apparent trendcbreaks incthe data. Theycusedcdifferent 

methodologiescsuch as PierrecPerron (1989), Rappoport andcReichlin (1989), Banerjee, 

DoladocandcGalbraithc(1990), BalkecandcFomy (1991), Perroncand 

Volgelsangc(1992, 1993), parkcandcsung (1994) BradlycandcJansen (1995), Newbold 

andcKuan (1996) thesecarecusedcthe samecmethodologycasctheyctrendcstationary 

alternative. Finallycthey found thatcZivot Andrewctestclikely useful forcmacro 

econometricscdata notcforcall. 

 SerenacNG andcPerron (2001) workedcon the selectioncof lagclength viacAIC, 

BIC, MIC forcthe unitcroot test ADF,cMZ andcchecking thecsize 

andcpowercwhichcand thencmakeccomparisoncbetweencunit rootctests.  Itcis 

widelycknown thatcwhen there arecerrorscwith acmoving-averagecroot close toc-1, a 

highcorder augmentedcauto regression is necessary for unitcroot tests tochave 

goodcsize, but thatcinformation criteria suchcas thecAIC and thecBIC tend tocselect a 

truncationclag (k) thatcis very small. Theycconsider acclass 

ofcModifiedcInformationcCriteria (MIC) withca penalty factorcthat 

iscsamplecdependent. It takescinto accountcthe factcthat the biascin the sumcof the 

autoregressiveccoefficientscis highly dependentcon k and adaptscto the typecof 

deterministicccomponents present. Theycuse a local asymptoticcframework in 

whichcthe moving-averagecroot is local toc-1 to document howcthe MICcperforms 

bettercin selectingcappropriate valuescof k. In Monte-Carlocexperiments, the MICcis 

foundcto yieldchuge sizecimprovements tocthe DFGLS andcthe feasiblecpoint optimal 

PT testcdevelopedcin Elliott, cRothenberg, andcStock (1996). Theycalsocextendcthe M 

testscdevelopedcin Perroncand Ng (1996) tocallow forcGLS detrendingcof thecdata. 

ThecMIC alongcwith GLScdetrendedcdata yieldca set ofctestscwith desirable sizecand 
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powercproperties. So finallycthey foundcthat modifiedcinformation criteria iscbest 

forcselecting theclag length andcunit root testcis best on thecbasis of sizecandcpower. 

 Lee, Strazicichc(2004), thiscpaper, proposecis acminimumcLM unit rootctest 

that endogenouslycdetermines acstructuralcbreak incintercept andctrend.  

Criticalcvalues are provided,candcsize andcpowercpropertiescare comparedcto the 

endogenouscone-break unitcrootctest ofcZivot andcAndrews (1992).  Nunes, 

cNewbold, andcKuan (1997)candcLee andcStrazicich (2001) 

cpreviouslycdemonstratedcthat the Zivotcand Andrews testcshow sizecdistortionscin 

the presencecof a breakcunder thecnull and that showscspuriouscbreak.  In contrast, the 

one-break minimum LM unit rootctest exhibits nocsize distortionscin the presencecof a 

break undercthe null.  Ascsuch, rejectioncof the null unambiguouslycimplies a 

trendcstationary process. Theycused differentcmethodology ofcPerron Newbold etc. 

suchcas Crash Modelcas wellcas innovative outliercmodel.  Finally, thiscpaper 

proposesca minimum LM unitcrootctest that endogenouslycdeterminescone 

structuralcbreak in levelcand trend.  Propertiescof the test werecdiscussedcand 

criticalcvalues presented. byccombiningcthe one-break LMcunit root testcpresented 

herecwith thectwo-break LM testcin Lee andcStrazicich (2003), researchersccan more 

accuratelycdetermine theccorrect numbercof structural breakscin theircunit rootctest. 

 Shresthacand Chowdhuryc(2005) cTesting forcunit rootschas 

specialcsignificance in termsVofcboth economicctheorycand thecinterpretationcof 

estimationcresults. As there arecseveral methodscavailable,cresearcherscface 

methodcselection problem usingcthe Generalcto specificcprocedurecwhile 

conductingcthe unitcroot testcon time seriescdata in thecpresence of structuralcbreak? 

Thecpurposes arecsequentialcsearch procedurecto determinecthe bestctest methodcfor 
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eachctime series. Differentctest methodscorcmodels may becappropriate forcdifferent 

timecseries. Therefore, insteadcofcsticking tocone particularctest methodcfor all 

thectime seriescunder consideration, selectioncof a set ofcmixed methodscis 

recommendedcfor obtaining bettercresults. 

 WaheedcandcGhauri (2006) cthe purposecof this studycis to examinecthe 

unitcroot properties ofceleven Pakistanicmacroeconomic seriescusing annualcdata. 

Along with traditionalcunit rootctests, theycuse the procedurecdevelopedcby Zivot 

andcAndrews to testcthe nullcof unitcroot againstcthe breakcstationary alternative. 

Conventionalcunit rootctests indicate thatcall variable arecnonstationary atcthe levels. 

Results fromcZivot and Andrewsctest suggest thatcthey can rejectcthe null ofcunit root 

forcCPI and WPIcat 5 percentcsignificanceclevel whilecthey fail tocreject the unit 

rootchypothesis forcthe remainingc9 series. Atcthe samectime, thecZivot 

andcAndrewsctest identifiescendogenously the pointcof the singlecmost significant 

structuralcbreak in everyctime series examined. Thecresults showcthat ten ofcthe eleven 

seriescstudied bear witnesscto the presencecof a structuralcbreak duringcthe period 

1972cto 1976.      

 As Glynn, Pereracand Verma (2007) workedcon the papercreviews 

thecavailable literaturecon unit rootctests taking intocaccount possiblecstructural 

breaks. An importantcdistinction between testing forcbreaks when the breakcdate is 

known or exogenouscand when thecbreak date iscendogenously determinedcis 

explained. They alsocdescribectests forcboth singlecand multiplecbreaks. 

Additionally,cthecpaper provides acsurvey ofcthe empiricalcstudies and 

ancapplicationcin order forcreaders to be ablecto findcthe underlyingcproblems 

thatctime seriescwith structuralcbreaks are currentlycfacing. Theycconclude that 
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therecis no consensuscon the mostcappropriate methodologycto perform unitcroot 

testscor no consensuscabout the empiricalcresults of unit rootctests has emergedcfrom 

this survey. Ancimportantcpoint to notechere is thatctesting forcstructural breakscwhen 

the seriescis otherwisecnon-stationarycwill affectcwhether thereciscevidence of 

acstructuralcbreak. Theycalso checkedcdifferent testscfor structuralcbreak. 

  Rehman and Zaman (2008) investigatedcthat the twocmain causescfor 

inadequate performancecof unitcroot testscarecobservational equivalencecand model 

misspecification.cTheycmainlyctargetedcfourcspecificationcdecisions:cchoicecofcthe

deterministiccpart; thecstructuralcbreaks; autoregressiveclag lengthcchoicecand 

innovationcprocess distribution,cand examinectheircrolecin an inferencecfrom unit 

root tests.cTheycexploredcthat thesecspecification decisionscseriously impactcthe 

performancecof unit rootctests. Alsocinvestigatedcthat thecexisting unitcrootxtests do 

notxprovidexany setxcriteriaxregarding thesexspecificationxdecisions, thatxisxwhy 

they camexup withxunreliablexresults. 

 Narayan ,Popp (2011)xInxthis paper, theyxcomparexthexsmallxsample 

sizexand powerxpropertiesxof a newlyxdevelopedxendogenous structuralxbreak unit 

rootxtest of NarayanxandxPopp (NP, 2010)xNarayan, PKxand Popp,xS (NP). 2010. 

Axnew unit rootxtest withxtwo structuralxbreaks inxlevel andxslope atxunknown 

timexwith thexexisting twoxbreak unitxroot tests, namelyxthe Lumsdainexand Papell 

(LP, 1997) Lumsdaine, RxandxPapell, D (LP). 1997. Multiplextrendxbreakxand the 

unitxroot hypothesis. Andxthe Leexand Strazicich (LS,x2003) Lee,xJ andxStrazicich, 

M (LS). 2003. MinimumxLagrangexmultiplierxunitxrootxtest withxtwo 

structuralxbreaks. In contrastxto the widelyxused LP and LSxtests, thexNP 

testxchooses the breakxdate by maximizingxthe significancexof thexbreak 
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dummyxcoefficient. UsingxMonte Carlo simulations, theyxshow thatxthe NP testxhas 

betterxsize and highxpower, and identifiesxthe structuralxbreaks accurately. 

Powerxand sizexcomparisons ofxthe NP testxwithxthe LP andxLS testsxrevealxthat 

thexNP testxis significantlyxsuperior.   

 MarcusxNordstromx (2017) thatxstudy examinesxthe propertiesxof the 

twoxrecent structuralxbreak unit rootxtestsxdeveloped inxHarvey, Leybournexand 

Taylor (2013) andxNarayanxand Poppx(2010). Thexproperties arexinvestigatedxby 

MontexCarlo simulationsxin an environmentxwhere two trend breaksxof small to 

largexmagnitudes are present. They findxthat thexHarvey, LeybournexandxTaylor 

(2013) testxhas superiorxsize and powerxproperties comparedxtoxthe 

NarayanxandxPopp (2010) test. In addition, theyxinvestigatexthexaccuracy ofxthe 

breakxdetection ofxthe two procedures. Thexresults showxthat thexformer test isxmore 

accuratexthan thexlater test except forxwhen thexbreaks are veryxlarge andxthe null 

isxtrue. 

2.3 Gap in literature  

 From theoriticalxeconometricsxliterature we have foundxthe gap thatxmany 

conventional  unit rootxtests are facingxthe size andxpower problems. Asxwe discussedxin 

details inxthe abovexliterature the conventional or exixting strategyxis not muchxreliable to 

tackle thexproblem of sizexdistiortion and powerxproblem in stationaryxtime series. Forxthis 

reasonxwe offer an alternativexprocedure or proposedxstrategy forxthe treatmentxof 

significantxsize andxpower in stationaryxand non-stationaryxtime series.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The testing unit root with structural breaks is a popular technique used in 

econometrics. The usual strategies for this purpose are of two types: first is Peron type 

strategy where one assumes known break date applies the test.  Second is Zivot 

Andrew type strategy, where the researcher assumes that there is break and then 

chooses the break date endogenously. These two strategies do not test for the break.  

In fact, it is important to make sure that there is structural break and apply the 

unit root tests with breaks only if there is evidence of break. This would require testing 

for structural break first and then application of break point unitxrootxtest would-be 

needed only if the evidence of breaks is found. Though this strategy makes sense, it 

has not been used with literature. The objective of this study is to apply this proposed 

or alternate strategy and compare its performance with the existing strategies. This 

chapter discussed, data generating process existing and proposed strategy data and 

simulation have the following hypothesis. 

3.1 Brief sketch of existing and proposed methodology 

1) Existing methodology   

In existing or conventional methodology, the break assumed and then apply unit 

root test accordingly. If the break date known than applying Pierre Peron test. If the 

break date is not known than they apply the Zivot Andrew test. We introduced the new 

methodology proposed strategy is given below.   
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2) Proposed Strategy 

 Proposed strategy does not assume the break, rather, it asks to test the break. 

Therefore, following this strategy, first we apply the rolling chow test, if the break exists 

then we apply structural break test Pierre Peron type test, if the break does not exist 

then we apply the DF test.  

 The existing procedure and proposed procedure shall be compared on the basis 

of Size and Power through Monte Carlo simulation the Data generating process and the 

simulation design are mentioned as under.  

3.2 Experiment design 

The steps involved in comparison of existing and proposed methodology are 

summarized in the Fig 3.1 below.                                                

                                            The Experiment flow chart                                     

Figure 3.1: Author’s own source of experimental design 
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We generate the data generating process underxthexnull and alternate 

hypothesis. The data generating process are given below for two strategies. 

3.3 Data generating process proposed by Peron (1989) existing strategy 

Data generating process of Peron (1989) is as under: 

Null hypothesis 

Pulse dummy  

Model A:          𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢 + 𝑑𝐷(𝑇𝐵)𝑡 + 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 

Trend dummy  

Model B:           𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝑦𝑡−1 + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 

Model C:          𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝑑𝐷(𝑇𝐵)𝑡 + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 +  𝜖𝑡 

                                 𝐷(𝑇𝐵)𝑡= 1         if        𝑡 = 𝑇𝐵 + 1            0 otherwise 

                                  𝐷𝑈𝑡= 1              if        t > 𝑇𝐵                   0 otherwise     and  

                                  𝐴(𝐿)𝑒𝑡 = 𝐵(𝐿)𝑣𝑡, 

𝑣𝑡 - i.i.d. (0,𝜎2),with 𝐴(𝐿) and 𝐵(𝐿) pth and qth order polynomials, respectively, in 

the lag operator L. The innovation series { 𝑒𝑡} is taken to be of the ARMA (p, q) type 

with thexorders p andxq possibly unknown.xThis allowsxthe seriesx{ 𝑦𝑡} toxrepresent quite 

generalxprocess . Morexgeneral conditionsxare possiblexand will bexused inxsubsequent 

theoreticalxderivations. Insteadxof consideringxthe alternativexhypothesis that 𝑦𝑡 isxa 

stationaryxseries aroundxa deterministicxlinear trendxwith timexinvariantxparameters, 

wexshall analyze thexfollowing threexpossible alternativexmodels: 
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Alternate hypothesis 

Level dummy  

Model A:           𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 

Trend dummy  

Model B:           𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 + (𝛽2 − 𝛽1)𝐷𝑇∗ + 𝜖𝑡 

Model C:           𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 + (𝛽2 − 𝛽1) + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 +  𝜖𝑡 

  Where 𝐷𝑇∗ = 𝑡 −  𝑇𝐵 , and 𝐷𝑇𝑡= 𝑡 if  𝑡 >  𝑇𝐵  and 0  otherwise 

Here,  𝑇𝐵   refers to the time of break, i.e., the period at which the change in the parameters of 

the trend function occurs. Model (A) describes what we shall refer to as the crash model. The 

null hypothesis of a unit root is characterized by a Pulse dummy variable which takes the value 

one at the time of break. Under the alternative hypothesis of a "trend-stationary" system, Model 

(A) allows for a one-time change in the intercept of the trend function. We called it Level 

dummy, For the empirical cases we have in mind,  𝑇𝐵 is the 𝑢2 < 𝑢1 . Model (B) is referred 

to as the "changing growth" model. Under the alternative hypothesis, a change in the slope of 

the trend function without any sudden change in the level at the time of the break is allowed. 

Under the null hypothesis, the model specifies that the drift parameter, u changes from 𝑢2 𝑡𝑜 𝑢1 

at time  𝑇𝐵 .Model (C) allows for both effects to take place simultaneously, i.e., a sudden change 

in the level followed by a different growth path. 

                                  𝐻0: 𝛿 = 0  And   𝜌 = 1    non stationary  

                                  𝐻1: 𝛿 = 1  And  𝜌 < 1    stationary  
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3.4 Data generating process proposed by Zivot and Andrew (1992) existing 

strategy 

Data generating process of Zivot Andrew is as under: 

With the Zivot Andrew test the  𝑇𝐵 (time of the break) is chosen to minimize 

the statistics of α=1 in equations below. In other words, a break point is selected which 

is the least favorable to the null hypothesis. The Zivot Andrew model endogenises one 

structural break in a series such as yt as follows. 

Null hypothesis  

                                                        𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 

Alternate hypothesis 

                             

Level dummy  

        𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝐴:         ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝜃𝐷𝑈1𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖∆𝑦𝑡−1
𝑛
𝑖=0 + 𝜖𝑡        

Trend dummy 

          𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝐵:        ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝜃𝐷𝑇1𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝒄𝒊∆𝒚𝒕−𝟏
𝒏
𝒊=𝟎 + 𝜖𝑡 

 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝐶:        ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝜃𝐷𝑇1𝑡 + 𝛾𝐷𝑇1𝑡𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖∆𝑦𝑡−1

𝑛

𝑖=0

+ 𝜖𝑡 

Model 𝐴: allowsXfor a one-timeXchange in theXintercept. Model 𝐵: is used to test for 

stationarityXof the seriesXround a broken trend, in broken trend andxfinally,xModel 

𝐶: accommodatesxthe possibilityxof a changexin the interceptxas well as axbroken 

trend. 𝐷𝑈𝑡 isxa Level dummyxvariable capturingxa shift in thexintercept, andx𝐷𝑇𝑡  is 

another dummyxvariablexrepresenting a shiftxin the trendxoccurring at timex 𝑇𝐵  is 
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called trend dummy. The alternativexhypothesis is thexseries, 𝑦𝑡 is withxone 

structuralxbreak  𝑇𝐵  is thexbreak, andx𝐷𝑈𝑡 = 1   ifx 𝑡 >  𝑇𝐵 xand zeroxotherwise 𝐷𝑇𝑡  

isxequal to (𝑡 - 𝑇𝐵) xif (𝑡 >  𝑇𝐵) xand zeroxotherwise. The nullxis rejectedxif the 

𝛼  coefficientxis statisticallyxsignificant. 

𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 

The 𝑂𝐿𝑆xregressionxequationxincluding thexdrift andxtrend for allxthreexmodels. 

Wherex𝑦𝑡 is thexdata generatingxprocess having𝐱µ, driftx 𝛽𝑡 trendx𝛼 is the 

coefficientxof thex𝐴𝑅 and 𝜖𝑡 is thexerror term.  

3) Brief sketch of Experiment design 

According to experiment flow chart, first we generate data and following the data 

generating process mentioned in figure 3.2.  

1) Under the Nullxhypothesis, therexis no structuralxbreak in the Data Generating 

Process,  

2) Under Existing strategy generating the 𝐷𝐺𝑃 𝐻0 null hypothesis: it means that series 

isxunit root with one exogenous break.xUnder 𝐻1the alternatexhypothesis 

generatingxthe 𝐷𝐺𝑃 it means that series is stationary with one exogenous break for 

Pierre Peron test.  

3) Existing strategy assume the break if the break exists and the break date known than 

apply Peirre Peron type test, if the break does not exist than apply simple Dickey 

Fuller test. 

4) Under Existing strategy generating the 𝐷𝐺𝑃 𝐻0null hypothesis, it means that series 

is unit rootxwith onexendogenousxbreak. Under 𝐻1the alternatexhypothesis 
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generating thex𝐷𝐺𝑃 it means that series is stationary with one endogenous break 

for Zivot Andrew test. 

5) Existing strategy assume the break if the break exist but the break date unknown 

than apply Zivot Andrew type test. 

6) Checking the Null and alternate hypothesis, significance level and decision on the 

basis of critical value and probability value.  

7) Generate the data under 𝐻0 : compute the test statistics. Compute the critical 

values for very large number of times and that are significance level (𝛼) it shows 

the size of the tests. 

8) Generate the data under 𝐻1 : apply the test and simulate the number for many 

times then count rejection region that tells us the power of test. 

We generate the random data and we apply proposed strategy:  

1) Proposed strategy does not assume break. First we apply the rolling chow test, if the 

break exist then apply structural break test Pierre Perron type test, if the break does not 

exist then we apply the Dickey Fuller test. 

2) Test for Structural Break; apply the rolling chow test. If test accepts Structural Break, 

apply Perron test with known Structural Break. 

3) If test rejects Structural Break, apply Dickey Fuller unit root test. 

4) Generate the data under 𝐻0 : compute the test statistics. Compute the critical values 

for very large number of times and that are significance level (𝛼) it shows the size of 

the tests. 
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5) Generate the data under 𝐻1 : apply the test and simulate the number for many times 

then count rejection region that tells us the power of test. 

6) Checking the Null and alternate hypothesis, significance level and decision on the 

basis of critical value and probability value. 

For this objective we compare the empirical size and power calculates from existing 

methodology and proposed methodology. That is simulated for 10000 times. Now 

selection of the test is on the basis of performance of size and power.  

3.5 Testing and simulation 

We will evaluate the performance of unit root through Monte Carlo simulation 

and compare on the basis of size and power of Pierre Peron and Zivot Andrew between 

the existing and proposed strategies. The size analysis is performed to quantify the 

distortion in probabilityxof typexIxerror. It canxbe expressedxin following way; Size = 

Prob (reject 𝐻0| when 𝐻0is true) as well as Power analysis is executed to evaluate the 

probabilityxof rejectionxthe nullxhypothesis, whenxthexalternative hypothesisxis true. 

As thexstatistical power of testxincreases, the probability of type II error is decreased. 

It can be expressed in following way: Power = Prob (reject 𝐻0 | when𝐻1 is true). 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIZE AND POWER: THE MONTE CARLOXRESULTS 

In this chapter wexbriefly discuss the sizexandxpower, where we have 

calculated the size for proposed strategy but not for existing strategy, and the power is 

calculated for both strategies.  

4.1 Analysis of size under proposed strategy for models A.B and C 

There is no need of size analysis in existing strategy we only calculated critical 

values for existing procedure. But we calculated the size analysis for proposed strategy. 

We generated the random series and apply the rolling chow test to detect the break, if break 

exist than we apply the Pierre Peron type test if the break does not exist then we apply the 

Dickey Fuller test. Empirical size of the proposed strategy is 1- step test where we match the 

nominal size with actual size and count the rejection of the test and called it total size. The data 

generating process is discussed in third chapter for both tests.                                                    

𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡                                     4.1.1 

The 𝑂𝐿𝑆 regression in figure 4.1.1 equation including the drift and trend for all 

three models . Where 𝑦𝑡 is the data generating process having µ, drift  𝛽𝑡 trend 𝛼 is the 

coefficient of the 𝐴𝑅 process and 𝜖𝑡  is the error term. We constructed the three 

modelsx(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) for proposed strategy. Wextest the nullxhypothesis for 𝐻0 (1): µ = 0, 

𝐻0(2): 𝛽 = 0, and 𝐻0 (3) (µ , 𝛽) = 0 since all three hypothesis are true. Probability of 

rejection of three null hypothesis should not exceed the nominal size. The size analysis 

is performed to quantify the distortion in probability of type I error. It can be expressed 

in following way; Size = Prob (reject 𝐻0| when𝐻0is true).  For this analysis, the 

autoregressive non-stationary time series are being generated with differentxmodels; 
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withxdrift withxtrend, with drift and trend both. The probability ofxgetting significant 

𝛼 would be the actual size and it is different from nominal size. It would be considered 

as size distortion.                                      

The data generating process are simulated for 10000 times the results are summarized 

in the below figure 4.1 

Figure 𝟒. 𝟏: Average empirical Size of proposed strategy Model 𝑨, 𝑩 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑪 

 

 figure 4.1 summarized the average empirical size results of proposed strategy for 

threexModels (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) where wexhave equation for Modelx(𝐴) 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢 + 𝑑𝐷(𝑇𝐵)𝑡 +

𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 equation Model 𝐴 for Proposed Strategy states the level change where pulse dummy 

for intercept change and call it crash model. We can see the vertical bar model (𝐴) shows the 

average empirical size 8% at the sample of 100. So on the basis of nominal size 5%, the 

probability of size distortion is 3 %. For model (𝐵) proposed strategy 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝑦𝑡−1 +

(𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 equation states that permits one time change in the slope, where we 

can see the model 𝐵 shows the average empirical size 8% at the sample of 100, so on 

0.08

0.08

0.07

Model A Model B Model C

Average empirical size of Proposed strategy 
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the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability of size distortion is 3%. Both models 𝐴 

and 𝐵 show the same size distortion and affected by size distortion. Model (𝐶) proposed 

strategy equation 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝑑𝐷(𝑇𝐵)𝑡 + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 +  𝜖𝑡 states that both 

permit the change in intercept and slope. Vertical bar model 𝐶 shows the average 

empirical size distortion 7% at the sample of 100. So on the basis of nominal size 5%, 

the probability of size distortion is 2%. By visual inspection of the graph model (𝐴) and 

(𝐵) have more size distortion than model (𝐶). by this graph we concluded that proposed 

strategy has no a hug size distortion. The data generating process are simulated 10,000 

times and the resultsxarexsummarized in table 4.1.  

Table 𝟒. 𝟏:xEmpirical size of Proposed Strategy forxmodels 𝑨 , 𝑩 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑪 

Coefficient of size  Empirical size of Proposed strategy  

  α=0.1,α=1           ModelxA            ModelxB            ModelxC 

0.1 0.02 0.01 0.01 

0.2 0.05 0.03 0.02 

0.3 0.06 0.05 0.04 

0.4 0.07 0.07 0.06 

0.5 0.08 0.08 0.07 

0.6 0.09 0.09 0.08 

0.7 0.09 0.10 0.09 

0.8 0.10 0.10 0.10 

0.9 0.11 0.12 0.11 

1 0.12 0.13 0.16 
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In this table we can see as the coefficient of size from 0.1 to 1 increasing the empirical 

size of proposed strategy model 𝐴. 𝐵. 𝐶 is also increasing but the results are spurious or size 

distortions as coefficient of size is increasing from 0.4 on word. In first row of second column   

of tablex(4.1), thexresults are indicating thatxwhen seriesxare non-stationary,xthe 

autoregressive parameters 𝜌 = 1 having drift (µ = 0) we get proposed strategy model A, 2% 

empirical size at 0.1 coefficient of size at sample size of 100. So this value is less than nominal 

size 5% there is no size distortion. At 0.1 coefficient of size  Proposed Model B empirical size 

is 1% at sample size of 100. So this value is less than nominal size 5% there is no size distortion, 

in the same coefficient of size  point proposed strategy model C empirical size is 1% both shows 

model A, B and C that no size distortion. In 0.2 coefficient of size  proposed strategy model A 

empirical size is 5% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability 

of size distortion is 0.0%, at the same coefficient of size  the proposed strategy Model B 

empirical size 3% which is less than nominal size 5%. So there is no size distortion. At the same 

coefficient of size the proposed strategy Model C empirical size 2% which is less than nominal 

size 5%. The value of size is significant indicating that no size distortion. By visual inspection 

of the table, 4.1 Model A, B and C of Proposed strategy empirical size are increasing with 

coefficient of size but showing size distortion.  At 0.3 coefficient of size the proposed model A 

empirical size is 6% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability 

of size distortion is 1%, in the same coefficient of size the proposed model B and C empirical 

break size are 5% and 4%, and it shows that there are no size distortion. In 0.4 break size 

proposed strategy model A empirical size is 7% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% 

nominal size, the probability of size distortion is 2%, at the coefficient of size  proposed strategy 

model B and C empirical size are 7% and 6%, so on the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability 

of size distortion are 2% and 1%. At 0.5 coefficient of size  proposed strategy model A empirical 

size is 8% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability of size 

distortion is 3%, at the same break proposed strategy model B and C empirical size are 8% and 

7%, so on the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability of size distortion are 3% and 2%. %. At 
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0.6 coefficient of size proposed strategy model A empirical size is 9% at sample size of 100. 

So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability of size distortion is 4%, at the same break 

proposed strategy model B and C empirical size are 9% and 8%, so on the basis of nominal size 

5%, the probability of size distortion are 4% and 3%. At 0.7 coefficient of size  proposed 

strategy model A empirical size is 9% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal 

size, the probability of size distortion is 4%, at the same break size proposed strategy model B 

and C empirical size are 10% and 9%, so on the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability of 

size distortion are 5% and 4%. At 0.8 coefficient of size  proposed strategy model A empirical 

size is 10% at sample size of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability of size 

distortion is 5%, at the same break size proposed strategy model B and C empirical size are 

10% and 10%, so on the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability of size distortion are 5% and 

5%. At 0.9 coefficient of size  proposed strategy model A empirical size is 11% at sample size 

of 100. So on the basis of 5% nominal size, the probability of size distortion is 6%, at the same 

coefficient of size  proposed strategy model B and C empirical size are 12% and 11%, so on 

the basis of nominal size 5%, the probability of size distortion are 7% and 6%. At 1% coefficient 

of size  proposed strategy model A empirical size is 12% at sample size of 100. So on the basis 

of 5% nominal size, the probability of size distortion is 7%, at the same coefficient of size  

proposed strategy model B and C empirical size are 13% and 16%, so on the basis of nominal 

size 5%, the probability of size distortion are 8% and 11%. We found the results from table 4.2 

as the coefficients are increasing from 0.1 to 0.3 the results of proposed strategy three models 

are significant. when the coefficient from 0.4 to 1 the results are insignificant and empirical 

size exceed the nominal size 5% than the results are undergo in size distortion.  

4.2 Analysis of Power of existing strategy and proposed strategy 

Thexmain objectivexof this study isxto evaluate the performance ofxexisting methodology and 

proposed methodology and compare them onxthe basis size andxpower.  
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We constructed thexthree models 𝐴. 𝐵. 𝐶 for Pierre Peron and Zivot Andrew in 

chapter three. We estimate 𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 . We test the null hypothesis for 

𝐻0 (1): µ = 0, 𝐻0 (2): 𝛽 = 0, and 𝐻0 (3) (µ , 𝛽) = 0 since all three hypothesis are not 

true. So they should be rejected. Power analysis is executed to evaluate the probability 

ofxrejection thexnull hypothesis, when the alternate hypothesis is true. As the statistical 

power of testxincreases, thexprobability ofxtype II error is decreased. It canxbe 

expressed in following way:  

                             Power = Prob (reject 𝐻0 | when 𝐻1is true) 

In this study, we use power analysis to compare the power of conventional or 

existing methodology Pierre Peron and Zivote with proposed methodology. The Monte 

Carlo simulations have been used in this analysis. All the results in the tables and graph 

given below have been summarized after 10000 times simulations. 

Figure 4.2: Analysis of Power of Zivot Andrew, Pierre Perron existing strategy and 

proposed strategy for Model A 
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In this figure 4.2 the results are summarized that when series are stationary ρ < 1 having 

drift the power of Model A Pierre Perron full dark color bar show the existing strategy and light 

color bar show the existing strategy Zivot Andrew as well as light dark color bar show the 

Proposed strategy. At α  = 0.1 break size the power of Pierre Perron model A existing strategy 

is 80%, which shows 15% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size means critical value (-

3.544) we calculated, and at  α = 0.1  break size the power of Zivot Andrew model A existing 

strategy  63% which shows 32% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size at the same break 

size the power of model A proposed strategy is 87% which shows 8% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size . At α  = 0.2 break size the power of Pierre Perron model A existing strategy 

is 82%, which shows 13% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.2  break size 

the power of Zivot Andrew model A existing strategy  74% which shows 21 % power loss on 

the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 89% 

which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size.  At α  = 0.3 break size the power 

of Pierre Perron model A existing strategy is 83%, which shows 12% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.3  break size the power of ZA model A Existing strategy  76% 

which shows 19 % power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the 

power of proposed strategy is 90% which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal 

size. As the break size increases the power of proposed strategy is increases as compare to 

existing strategy and works better than existing strategy. In existing strategy where we can see 

Zivot Andrew is not perform well as compare to Pierre Perron Existing strategy.   At α  = 0.4 

break size the power of Pierre perron model A existing strategy is 86%, which shows 9% power 

loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.4  break size the power of ZA model A Existing 

strategy  81% which shows 14 % power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break 

size the power of proposed strategy is 91% which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominalxsize. At α  = 0.5 break size the power of Pierre perron model A existing strategy is 

88%, which shows 7% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.5  break size the 

power of ZA model A Existing strategy  86% which shows  9% power loss on the basis of 5% 
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nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 92% which shows 3% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.6 break size the power of Pierre perron 

model A existing strategy is 89%, which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, 

at  α = 0.6 break size the power of ZA model A Existing strategy  90% which shows  5% power 

loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 

93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.7 break size the 

power of Pierre Perron model A existing strategy is 91%, which shows 4% power loss on the 

basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.7 break size the power of ZA model A Existing strategy  

91% which shows  4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the 

power of proposed strategy is 94% which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal 

size. At α  = 0.8 break size the power of Pierre Perron model A existing strategy is 92%, which 

shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.8 break size the power of ZA 

model A Existing strategy  92% which shows  3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. 

At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 94% which shows 1% power loss on 

the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.9 break size the power of Pierre perron model A existing 

strategy is 93%, which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.9 break 

size the power of ZA model A Existing strategy  94% which shows  1% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 96% which shows 

0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 1 break size the power of Pierre 

perron model A existing strategy is 93%, which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size, at  α = 1 break size the power of ZA model A Existing strategy  96% which shows  

0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed 

strategy is 99% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. We can see that 

break size increases the Proposed strategy power are increasing and close to one and better 

performed than existing strategy . by visual inspection  of the graph proposed strategy over all 

better than  existing strategy. 
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Figure 4.3: Analysis of Power of Zivot Andrew, Pierre Perron existing strategy and 

Proposed strategy for Model B 
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shows 22 % power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of 

proposed strategy is 95% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. As 

the break size increases the power of proposed strategy is increases as compare to existing 

strategy and works better than existing strategy. In existing strategy where we can see Zivot 

Andrew is not perform well as compare to Pierre Perron Existing strategy.   At α  = 0.4 break 

size the power of Pierre perron model B existing strategy is 82%, which shows 12% power loss 

on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.4  break size the power of ZA model B existing 

strategy  79% which shows 16 % power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break 

size the power of proposed strategy is 95% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. At α  = 0.5 break size the power of Pierre perron model B existing strategy is 

84%, which shows 11% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.5  break size the 

power of ZA model B Existing strategy  80% which shows 15% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 96% which shows 0.0% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.6 break size the power of Pierre perron 

model B existing strategy is 85%, which shows 10% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal 

size, at  α = 0.6 break size the power of ZA model B existing strategy  85% which shows  10% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed 

strategy is 97% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.7 

break size the power of Pierre perron model B existing strategy is 86%, which shows 9% power 

loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.7 break size the power of ZA model B existing 

strategy  89% which shows  6% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break 

size the power of proposed strategy is 97% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. At α  = 0.8 break size the power of Pierre perron model B existing strategy is 

91%, which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.8 break size the 

power of ZA model B existing strategy  90% which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 98% which shows 0.0% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.9 break size the power of Pierre perron 
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model B existing strategy is 92%, which shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, 

at  α = 0.9 break size the power of ZA model B existing strategy  91% which shows  4% power 

loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 

99% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 1 break size the 

power of Pierre perron model B existing strategy is 96%, which shows 0.0% power loss on the 

basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 1 break size the power of ZA model B existing strategy  95% 

which shows  0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the 

power of proposed strategy is 99% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal 

size. We can see that break size increases the Proposed strategy power are increasing and close 

to one and better performed than existing strategy. Initially the power of ZA model B is low 

and gradually increasing with the increasing of coefficient of break size, by visual inspection  

of the graph proposed strategy overall works better than  existing strategy. We have observed 

that the power of proposed strategy is above the 90% and close to 1, so this strategy is perform 

better than existing strategy. 

Figure 4.4: Analysis of Power of Zivot Andrew, Pierre Perron existing strategy and 

Proposed strategy for Model C 
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In figure 4.4 the results are summarized that when series are stationary ρ < 1 having 

trend the power of model C Pierre Perron full dark color bar show the existing strategy and 

light color bar show the existing strategy Zivot Andrew as well as light dark color bar show the 

Proposed strategy. At α  = 0.1 break size the power of Pierre Perron model C existing strategy 

is 77%, which shows 18% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size means critical value (-

3.443) we calculated, and at  α = 0.1  break size the power of Zivot Andrew model C existing 

strategy  73% which shows 22% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at the same break 

size the power of model C proposed strategy is 91% which shows 4% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size . At α  = 0.2 break size the power of Pierre perron model C existing strategy 

is 79%, which shows 16% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.2  break size 

the power of ZA model C existing strategy  84% which shows 11 % power loss on the basis of 

5% nominal size, At the same break size the power of proposed strategy model C is 92% which 

shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size.  At α  = 0.3 break size the power of 

Pierre Perron model C existing strategy is 80%, which shows 15% power loss on the basis of 

5% nominal size, at  α = 0.3  break size the power of ZA model C existing strategy  85% which 

shows 10 % power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, At the same break size the power of 

proposed strategy model C is 93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal 

size. As the break size increases the power of proposed strategy is increases as compare to 

existing strategy and works better than existing strategy. In existing strategy where we can see 

Zivot Andrew is not perform well as compare to Pierre Perron Existing strategy.   At α  = 0.4 

break size the power of Pierre perron model C existing strategy is 81%, which shows 14% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.4  break size the power of ZA model C 

existing strategy 86% which shows 9% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same 

break size the power of proposed strategy is 94% which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 

5% nominal size. At α  = 0.5 break size the power of Pierre perron model C existing strategy is 

86%, which shows 9% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.5  break size the 

power of ZA model C Existing strategy  89% which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% 
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nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 96% which shows 0.0% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.6 break size the power of Pierre perron 

model C existing strategy is 89%, which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, 

at  α = 0.6 break size the power of ZA model C existing strategy  90% which shows 5% power 

loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 

96% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.7 break size the 

power of Pierre perron model C existing strategy is 90%, which shows 5% power loss on the 

basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.7 break size the power of ZA model C existing strategy 90% 

which shows  5% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power 

of proposed strategy is 96% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 

α  = 0.8 break size the power of Pierre perron model C existing strategy is 91%, which shows 

4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.8 break size the power of ZA model 

C existing strategy  91% which shows 4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the 

same break size the power of proposed strategy is 98% which shows 0.0% power loss on the 

basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 0.9 break size the power of Pierre perron model C existing 

strategy is 94%, which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size, at  α = 0.9 break 

size the power of ZA model C existing strategy  91% which shows 4% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed strategy is 98% which shows 

0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At α  = 1 break size the power of Pierre 

Perron model C existing strategy is 95%, which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size, at  α = 1 break size the power of ZA model C existing strategy  92% which shows  

3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At the same break size the power of proposed 

strategy is 99% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. We can see that 

break size increases the Proposed strategy power are increasing and close to one and better 

performed than existing strategy. Initially the power of ZA model B is low and gradually 

increasing with the increasing of coefficient of break size, By visual inspection of the graph 

proposed strategy overall works better than existing strategy. We have observed that the power 
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of proposed strategy is above the 90% and close to 1, so this strategy is perform better than 

existing strategy. 

Table 4.2: Comparing the empirical results of model A Pierre Perron existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size 

Power of Pierre Perron existing strategy and proposed strategy for 

model A 

   

α=0.1,α=1 

Pierre Perron existing strategy 

Model A 
              Proposed strategy Model A 

0.1 0.80 0.87 

0.2 0.82 0.89 

0.3 0.83 0.90 

0.4 0.86 0.91 

0.5 0.88 0.92 

0.6 0.89 0.93 

0.7 0.91 0.94 

0.8 0.92 0.94 

0.9 0.93 0.96 

1 0.93 0.99 

 

In the above table 4.2, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “A”  𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 +

(𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 , in first row of second and third column Model A of Pierre Perron 

existing and proposed strategy results indicating that as Break size increasing from 0.1 to 1the 

power of the tests are increasing. At 0.1 break size of Perron model A existing strategy the 

power of test is 80% which shows 15% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.1 

break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 87% which shows 8% power loss on the 
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basis of 5% nominal size. The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies 

are 7%.The power of proposed strategy is 7% huge than existing perron strategy at 0.1 break 

size.  At 0.2 break size of Perron model A existing strategy the power of test is 82% which 

shows 13% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size of proposed 

strategy the power of test is 89% which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. 

The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 7%.The power of 

proposed strategy is 7% huge than existing Perron strategy at 0.2 break size. At 0.3 break size 

of Perron model A existing strategy the power of test is 83% which shows 11% power loss on 

the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 

90% which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.4 break size of Perron 

model A existing strategy the power of test is 86% which shows 9% power loss on the basis 

5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 91% which 

shows 4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 break size of Perron model A 

existing strategy the power of test is 88% which shows2% power loss on the basis 5% nominal 

size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 92% which shows 3% 

power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these results shows that Perron model A existing 

strategy has high loss of power as compare to proposed strategy model A. From 0.6 to 1 

proposed strategy model  “A”  results shows that the power of test are close to 1, there is no 

loss of power and works better than Perron existing strategy . The main reason is that existing 

strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency of power and when we test the structural 

break than apply the unit root accordingly, the power of the test is more efficient than existing 

methods.          
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Table 4.3: Comparing the empirical results of model A Zivot Andrew existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size 

 Power of Zivot Andrew existing strategy and proposed strategy for model 

A 

   

α=0.1,α=1 

Zivot Andrew existing strategy 

Model A 
            Proposed strategy Model A 

0.1 0.63 0.87 

0.2 0.74 0.89 

0.3 0.76 0.90 

0.4 0.81 0.91 

0.5 0.86 0.92 

0.6 0.90 0.93 

0.7 0.91 0.94 

0.8 0.92 0.94 

0.9 0.94 0.96 

1 0.96 0.99 

 

In the above table 4.3, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “A” ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 +

𝜃𝐷𝑈1𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖∆𝑦𝑡−1
𝑛
𝑖=0 + 𝜖𝑡, in first row of second and third column Model A of 

Zivot Andrew existing and proposed strategy results indicating that as the Break size increasing 

from 0.1 to 1the power of the tests are increasing.  But initially Zivot Andrew model A has low 

power as coefficient of break size increasing the power of the test is also increasing, the reason 

is that its assume the exogenous break but proposed strategy perform better from 0.1 to 1 as 

compare to existing strategy  At 0.1 break size of Zivot andrew model A existing strategy the 

power of test is 63% which shows 32% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.1 
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break size of proposed strategy model A the power of test is 87% which shows 8% power loss 

on the basis of 5% nominal size. The differences of power between existing and proposed 

strategies are 24%.The power of proposed strategy is 24% huge than existing perron strategy 

at 0.1 break size. At 0.2 break size of ZA model A existing strategy the power of test is 74% 

which shows 21% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size of proposed 

strategy model A the power of test is 89% which shows 6% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. . The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 15%.The 

power of proposed strategy is 15% huge than existing strategy ZA model A at 0.2 break size. 

At 0.3 break size of ZA model A existing strategy the power of test is 76% which shows 19% 

power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy model 

A the power of test is 90% which shows 5% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.4 

break size of ZA model A existing strategy the power of test is 81% which shows 14% power 

loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy model A the 

power of test is 91% which shows 4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 break 

size of ZA model A existing strategy the power of test is 86% which shows9% power loss on 

the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy model A the power of 

test is 92% which shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these results are 

showing that ZA model A existing strategy has high loss of power as compare to proposed 

strategy model A. From 0.6 to 1 proposed strategy model  “A”  results shows that the power of 

test are close to 1, there is loss of power and works better than ZA existing strategy model A. 

The main reason is that existing strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency of power 

and when we test the structural break than apply the unit root accordingly, this strategy 

increases the power and more efficient than existing methods.          
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Table 4.4: Comparing the empirical results of Model B Pierre Perron existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size Power of Pierre Perron existing strategy and proposed strategy for model B 

   

α=0.1,α=1 

 Pierre Perron existing strategy 

Model B 
              Proposed strategy Model B 

0.1 0.77 0.92 

0.2 0.79 0.93 

0.3 0.80 0.95 

0.4 0.81 0.95 

0.5 0.86 0.96 

0.6 0.89 0.97 

0.7 0.90 0.97 

0.8 0.91 0.98 

0.9 0.94 0.99 

1 0.95 0.99 

    

In the above table 4.4, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “B”  𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 +

(𝛽2 − 𝛽1)𝐷𝑇 + 𝜖𝑡 in first row of second and third column Model B of Pierre Perron existing 

and proposed strategies results are indicating that as Break size increasing from 0.1 to 1the 

power of the tests are increasing. But initially Pierre Perron model B has low power as 

coefficient of break size increasing the power of the test is also increasing, the reason is that its 

assume the exogenous break but proposed strategy perform better from 0.1 to 1 as compare to 

existing strategy. At 0.1 break size of Perron model B existing strategy the power of test is 77% 

which shows 18% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.1 break size of proposed 

strategy the power of test is 92% which shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. 
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The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 15%.The power of 

proposed strategy is 15% huge than existing perron strategy model B at 0.1 break size.  At 0.2 

break size of Perron model B existing strategy the power of test is 80% which shows 15% 

power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size of proposed strategy model 

B the power of test is 93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. . The 

differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 13%.The power of proposed 

strategy is 13% huge than existing strategy perron model B at 0.2 break size. At 0.3 break size 

of Perron model B existing strategy the power of test is 81% which shows 14% power loss on 

the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 

95% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.4 break size of Perron 

model B existing strategy the power of test is 82% which shows 13% power loss on the basis 

5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy model B the power of test is 

95% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 break size of Perron 

model B existing strategy the power of test is 84% which shows11% power loss on the basis 

5% nominal size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 96% which 

shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these results shows that Perron 

model B existing strategy has high loss of power as compare to proposed strategy model B. 

From 0.6 to 1  proposed strategy model  “B”  results shows that the power of test are close to 

1, there is no loss of power and works better than Perron model B existing strategy . The main 

reason is that existing strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency of power and 

when we test the structural break than apply the unit root accordingly, this strategy increases 

the power and more efficient than existing methods.              
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Table 4.5: Comparing the empirical results of model B Zivot Andrew existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size 

 Power of Zivot Andrew existing strategy and proposed strategy for model 

B 

   α=0.1,α=1 
Zivot Andrew existing strategy 

Model B 
            Proposed strategy Model B 

0.1 0.66 0.92 

0.2 0.70 0.93 

0.3 0.73 0.95 

0.4 0.79 0.95 

0.5 0.80 0.96 

0.6 0.85 0.97 

0.7 0.89 0.97 

0.8 0.90 0.98 

0.9 0.91 0.99 

1 0.95 0.99 

 

In the above table 4.5, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “B” ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 +

𝜃𝐷𝑇1𝑡 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖∆𝑦𝑡−1
𝑛
𝑖=0 + 𝜖𝑡 in first row of second and third column model B of 

Zivot Andrew existing and proposed strategy results indicating that as the Break size increasing 

from 0.1 to 1the power of the tests are increasing. . But initially Zivot Andrew model B has low 

power as coefficient of break size increasing the power of the test is also increasing, the reason 

is that its assume the exogenous break but proposed strategy perform better from 0.1 to 1 as 

compare to existing strategy At 0.1 break size of Zivot andrew model B existing strategy the 

power of test is 66% which shows 29% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.1 
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break size of proposed strategy model B the power of test is 92% which shows 3% power loss 

on the basis of 5% nominal size. The differences of power between existing and proposed 

strategies are 26%.The power of proposed strategy is 26% huge than existing perron strategy 

at 0.1 break size. At 0.2 break size of ZA model B existing strategy the power of test is 70% 

which shows 25% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size of proposed 

strategy model B the power of test is 93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. . The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 23%.The 

power of proposed strategy is 23% huge than existing strategy ZA model B at 0.2 break size. 

At 0.3 break size of ZA model B existing strategy the power of test is 73% which shows 22% 

power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy model 

B the power of test is 95% which shows 10% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 

0.4 break size of ZA model B existing strategy the power of test is 79% which shows 16% 

power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy model 

B the power of test is 95% which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 

break size of ZA model B existing strategy the power of test is 80% which shows 15% power 

loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy model B the 

power of test is 96% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these 

results are showing that ZA model B existing strategy has high loss of power as compare to 

proposed strategy model A. From 0.6 to 1 proposed strategy model  “B”  results shows that the 

power of test are close to 1, there is no loss of power and works better than ZA existing strategy 

model A. The main reason is that existing strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency 

of power and when we test the structural break than apply the unit root accordingly, this strategy 

increase the power and more efficient than existing methods.                 
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Table 4.6: Comparing the empirical results of Model C Pierre Perron existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size 

           Power of Pierre Perron existing strategy and proposed strategy for 

model C 

   

α=0.1,α=1 

 Pierre Perron existing strategy 

Model C 
              Proposed strategy Model C 

0.1 0.77 0.91 

0.2 0.79 0.92 

0.3 0.80 0.93 

0.4 0.81 0.94 

0.5 0.86 0.96 

0.6 0.89 0.96 

0.7 0.90 0.96 

0.8 0.91 0.98 

0.9 0.94 0.98 

1 0.95 0.99 

  

In the above table 4.6, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “C”  𝑦𝑡 = 𝑢1 + 𝛽𝑡 +

(𝛽2 − 𝛽1)𝐷𝑇 + (𝑢2 − 𝑢1)𝐷𝑈𝑡 +  𝜖𝑡. in first row of second and third column Model C of 

Pierre Perron existing and proposed strategies results are indicating that as Break size increasing 

from 0.1 to 1the power of the tests are increasing. But initially Pierre Perron model C has low 

power as coefficient of break size increasing the power of the test is also increasing, the reason 

is that its assume the exogenous break but proposed strategy perform better from 0.1 to 1 as 

compare to existing strategy. At 0.1 break size of Perron model C existing strategy the power 

of test is 77% which shows 18% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.1 break 

size of proposed strategy the power of test is 91% which shows 4% power loss on the basis of 
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5% nominal size. The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 

14%.The power of proposed strategy is 14% huge than existing perron strategy model C at 0.1 

break size.  At 0.2 break size of Perron model C existing strategy the power of test is 79% which 

shows 16% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size of proposed 

strategy model C the power of test is 92% which shows 3% power loss on the basis of 5% 

nominal size. The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 13%.The 

power of proposed strategy is 13% huge than existing strategy perron model C at 0.2 break size. 

At 0.3 break size of Perron model C existing strategy the power of test is 80% which shows 

15% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy the 

power of test is 93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.4 break 

size of Perron model C existing strategy the power of test is 81% which shows 14% power loss 

on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy model C the power 

of test is 94% which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 break size 

of Perron model C existing strategy the power of test is 86% which shows 9% power loss on 

the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy the power of test is 

96% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these results shows that 

Perron model C existing strategy has high loss of power as compare to proposed strategy model 

C. From 0.6 to 1  proposed strategy model  “C”  results shows that the power of test are close 

to 1, there is no loss of power and works better than Perron model C existing strategy . The 

main reason is that existing strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency of power 

and when we test the structural break than apply the unit root accordingly, this strategy 

increases the power and more efficient than existing methods.      
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Table 4.7: Comparing the empirical results of model C Zivot Andrew existing 

strategy and Proposed Strategy 

Break Size 

 Power of Zivot Andrew existing strategy and proposed strategy for model 

C 

   α=0.1,α=1 
Zivot Andrew existing strategy 

Model C 
            Proposed strategy Model C 

0.1 0.73 0.91 

0.2 0.84 0.92 

0.3 0.85 0.93 

0.4 0.86 0.94 

0.5 0.89 0.96 

0.6 0.90 0.96 

0.7 0.90 0.96 

0.8 0.91 0.98 

0.9 0.91 0.98 

1 0.92 0.99 

 

In the above table 4.7, the results are summarized where we compare the two strategies 

existing strategy Pierre Perron and proposed strategy of model “C” ∆𝑦𝑡 = µ + 𝛽𝑡 +

𝜃𝐷𝑇1𝑡 + 𝛾𝐷𝑇1𝑡𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖∆𝑦𝑡−1
𝑛
𝑖=0 + 𝜖𝑡. in first row of second and third column model 

C of Zivot Andrew existing and proposed strategy results indicating that as the Break size 

increasing from 0.1 to 1the power of the tests are increasing.  But initially Zivot Andrew model 

C has low power as coefficient of break size increasing the power of the test is also increasing, 

the reason is that its assume the exogenous break but proposed strategy perform better from 0.1 

to 1 as compare to existing strategy. At 0.1 break size of Zivot Andrew model C existing 

strategy the power of test is 73% which shows 22% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. 
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Where at 0.1 break size of proposed strategy model C the power of test is 91% which shows 

4% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. The differences of power between existing and 

proposed strategies are 18%.The power of proposed strategy is 18% huge than existing strategy 

ZA model C at 0.1 break size. At 0.2 break size of ZA model C existing strategy the power of 

test is 84% which shows 11% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.2 break size 

of proposed strategy model C the power of test is 92% which shows 3% power loss on the basis 

of 5% nominal size. . The differences of power between existing and proposed strategies are 

8%.The power of proposed strategy is 8% huge than existing strategy ZA model C at 0.2 break 

size. At 0.3 break size of ZA model C existing strategy the power of test is 85% which shows 

10% power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.3 break size of proposed strategy 

model C the power of test is 93% which shows 2% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. 

At 0.4 break size of ZA model C existing strategy the power of test is 86% which shows 9% 

power loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.4 break size of proposed strategy model 

C the power of test is 94% which shows 1% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. At 0.5 

break size of ZA model C existing strategy the power of test is 89% which shows 6% power 

loss on the basis 5% nominal size. Where at 0.5 break size of proposed strategy model C the 

power of test is 96% which shows 0.0% power loss on the basis of 5% nominal size. So these 

results are showing that ZA model C existing strategy has high loss of power as compare to 

proposed strategy model C. From 0.6 to 1 proposed strategy model  “C”  results shows that the 

power of test are close to 1, there is no loss of power and works better than ZA existing strategy 

model C. The main reason is that existing strategy assume the break than they loss the efficiency 

of power and when we test the structural break than apply the unit root accordingly, proposed 

strategy increase the power and more efficient than existing strategy.           

Finally we concluded that the power of proposed strategy is better perform than existing 

strategy of Pierre Perron and Zivot Andrew.   
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CHAPTER 5                     

SUMMERYXCONCLUSION ANDXRECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Summery 

One of the common tools of time series econometrics is the unit root test with structural 

breaks. Breaks are necessary because Unit Root's presence decision can be modified. The 

number of unit root test have been proposed and studied. Conventional or existing procedures 

assume the break and apply a test accordingly. This leads to identification of spurious breaks, 

and therefore biased results, Lee and Strazicich, (2001). We propose an alternative strategy 

where we propose to test for structural breaks before applying unit root test. The debates of 

Structural breaks in unit root testing starts with Perronx(1989). Nelson andxPlossor (1982) 

found unit roots in 1 out of 14 macroeconomic time series of US Economy and Perron (1989) 

taking the Nelson and Plossor’s data set, reversed the findings for 11 out of 14 series. The later 

development in unit roots with structuralxbreaks developed procedures for endogenizing 

structural breaks (Zivot and Andrew, 1992; Christiano 1992 etc). The original perron’s 

procedures and later development in unit roots testing with structural breaks, assume that there 

is a structuralxbreak. the studies endogenizing structuralxbreaks also assume thexbreak and 

determine the break date endogenously. but the results of the size and power are unreliable and 

unable to tackle the problem of unit root structural break. We purpose that the structural breaks 

should be tested for existence. The purpose of this study is to compare the size and power of 

existing strategy with proposed strategy using Mont Carlo experiments. The results of proposed 

strategy is indicating that the power of test is significant and better perform than existing 

strategy Pierre Perron (1989) and Zivot Andrew (1992). We briefly summarized the results in 

conclusion.  
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5.2 Conclusion and Recommendation 

We concluded following results from this research that the unit root and commonly 

used the existing strategy ordinarily provide misleading results. This procedure provides 

unreliable results due to assuming the break exogenously and endogenously decisions in data 

generating process. Under the proposed strategy they provide optimal size and power but in 

case of size they undergo in size distortion. The reason behind it might be in case of data 

generating process.so the selection of the two strategies such as existing and proposed on the 

basis of size and power. We can see size of proposed strategy in figure 4.1 size of proposed 

strategy of three models results are indicating that initially empirical size is less than nominal 

size 5% that means there is no size distortion, as the coefficient of size increasing from 0.3 to 

1 the results of three models indicating that there is size distortion. In the figures 4.3, 4.4 and 

4.5 the power of two strategies results are indicating that proposed strategy better perform than 

existing strategy in case of three models with drift, with trend and with drift and trend both. We 

compare Pierre Perron and Zivot Andrew separately with Proposed strategy.  In tables 4.6, 4.8 

and 4.1.1   the results are indicating that power of Pierre Perron model A, B and C are  not 

significantly perform as compare to proposed strategy. Proposed strategy provides significant 

and better results in case of  model A, B and C. In the case of Zivot Andrew model A, B and C  

see tables 4.7, 4,9 and 4.1.2 the results shows that the power of test is highly suffers as compare  

to proposed strategy, the power of proposed strategy is highly significant and better perform in 

the case of model A, B and C.   

The commonly used  existing strategy Pierre Perron and Zivot Andrew having sever 

power problem in case of  drift trend and with drift trend both the results are spurious. But 

proposed strategy power perform well in case of drift trend and with drift trend both as compare 

to existing strategy but in case of size, proposed strategy suffers in size of all three models drift 

trend and with drift trend both. 
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The proposed strategy provides better results as compare to existing strategy in case of 

random data .this experiment refers to use as alternative to tackle the problem of size and power. 

The work of this study can be extended in future by overcoming the limitation of this 

study. First, research can use more than two tests in data generating process for the comparison 

of different econometric tools. Someone can check the size and power of these methods by 

including any other structural break tests in experiment.  
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